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Community Participation Activity Through December 2010
Corridor Advisory Committee Activity

– Alternatives Screening
– Draft Geometrics
– AQ/HRA Methodology
– Environmental Studies Overview
– Traffic Operations Key Findings
– Caltrans Property Acquisition Process
– Zero Emission Vehicles Overview
– Urban Design/Aesthetic Concepts
Local Advisory Committee Activity

- Alternatives Screening
- Draft geometrics
- AQ/HRA Methodology
- Environmental Studies overview
  - Community Profiles
- Alternative Technology Overview

As needed meetings at LAC request
Subject Working Group Activity

Community Design and Local Economy (CSWG)

– Corridor Theme
– Design Principles
– Visual Impact Assessment Key Findings
– Cultural Resource Studies Overview
– Urban Design/Aesthetics Concepts
Environmental (ESWG)

– AQ/HRA overview and Methodology
– Zero-Emission Vehicles Industry Overview
Subject Working Group Activity

Transportation (TSWG)

- Technical and Environmental Studies Overview
- Zero-Emission Vehicles Industry Overview
- Traffic Operations Analysis Overview & Key Findings
Collateral Materials

– Fifteen Fact Sheets produced to date
  – Explaining technical aspects of the project

– Six Newsletters (*Corridor Connections*)
  – Report on project activity

– Full Color Brochure
  – Highlights the project in the context of regional history and community character

– *(All collaterals available in English and Spanish)*
Look Ahead

• LAC meetings January - February
  – Refined Geometrics at north end
• CAC meetings February - March
  – Ongoing updates
• SWG meetings February - March
  – Updated Traffic Forecasts
  – AQAP
• Community Leader / Stakeholder Group Outreach February - September
• Community Events